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Owel could not remember exactly when he had crossed into the Greater 

Forest. It was not long after the destruction of Dunchideock he was sure, 

for though his memories of that time were clouded by grief, he knew he had not 

lingered when he could find no trace of Ainé or her child. He knew he had fled 

from the slade directly westwards, endeavouring to reach the Forest River and 

cross to its far shore as quickly as possible.

And, though he had previously been told that it was not yet time, he had 

crossed then without hindrance. Into Hals Ethay Endow, the Greater Forest, the 

heart of the fastland.

Years had passed since. Good years: reasonable, at least. When he had 

wandered in the seemingly endless forest. He did still cry sometimes – in doubt 

as much as grief – remembering the past, unsure of the future, and not always 

able to simply accept the present.

It was a lonely time, though, for very few people lived in that lowland forest; 

but in his travels he did meet occasional wandering tribes with whom he would 

stay as long as suited both of them. In almost all instances he would eventually 

ask about the Forest King and his city by the lake, high on the Horseshoe Plateau 

– some had never heard of them, some knew only tales such as Owel had 

heard from the old sprite Lasith in that cove now so far to the east, and a few 

acknowledged that in theory they were the Forest King’s subjects, but felt his rule 

Part 1

Beyond the Forest River
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in his high, faraway hall was of little or no matter to them.

That they know so little seems strange to me: these tales are great tales, which once 

heard I could never forget. Even (I think) any details … any salient details. I guess they 

have their own concerns and tales, of which I learnt a few.

Throughout all of this, his uncertainty, his companion-joined and solo 

walking, Owel had continued to travel in a broadly westerly direction, though 

often veering somewhat to the south, vaguely looking to find the Horseshoe 

Plateau. The fugitive – both from Earth and Dunchideock – still sometimes heard 

a voice calling Qhé! Qhé! ... and not just in the throb of his head, but on the winds, 

in the rustle of the leaves, and out of the mouths of squirrels and deer.

There would also be long voiceless periods, sometimes of many moons, 

which he alternatively welcomed and feared. For at times, due to his other, dark-

eyed companion, the one who forever seemed to perch on his left shoulder, he 

would start to worry he had been deserted, left to wander lost among the trees till 

he succumbed to the weather, cold, hunger and despair. These were, perhaps, an 

unreasonable set of thoughts given his improved woodcraft – at least as far as the 

first three were concerned: there was plenty to eat, by hunting at least, even in the 

winter when he usually settled and built a secure shelter for a few moons to see 

out the worst of the weather. He would camp in relative comfort, making shelters 

of boughs and skins after his canvas started to decay, and sparking fires when 

his matches ran out. As he was now a considerable way south of Dunchideock it 

was never too bad. If anything the summers were worse, with their humidity and 

thunderous downpours.

But as regards the last of his concerns, the despair, it seemed to him that 

there was a persistent and repetitious cycle of abandonment that nagged him, 
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and which caused him to speak sternly to himself in a number of disparate voices 

to try and forestall or minimise the damage, seeking answers, till exhaustion 

or numbness prevailed. A few days rest would usually sort this, at least so he 

was able to continue to survive, though sometimes his left-shoulder angel cast 

too long a shadow and he was unable to move for much longer – even finding 

hunting difficult.

The lowland country through which he made his slow way was not always 

the same, though superficially it could appear so. He perceived much of this due 

to the huge number of different species of trees: there were all those he knew from 

home, plus many others he had not seen or heard of before, of all sizes, many 

immense, liking different conditions. The landscape beneath them changed too: 

there were slopes and dells, occasional ravines, hills, glades and meadows, rivers 

and lakes – often overrun with midges that found him irresistible. 

The waterways proved to be invaluable, for they enabled much of Owel’s 

travel to be by simple raft along and across them. Even when he was travelling 

upstream, it was more relaxing than taxing, for the rivers’ flows were gentle – it 

was, after all, essentially a wide, flat land, with that one, central exception.

I’ve been wandering into the heart of this fabulous Greater Forest, from where the 

voice that calls me seems to (I believe does) originate; yet I’m in no hurry. Within these 

woodlands I can appreciate the long, slow and fundamental cycle of time: there is no need 

to rush headlong to destruction as many people seem to advocate. I’ll get there. Yet, as I’m 

now penetrating deep into the Greater Forest, I’m beginning to ponder whether I need to 

consider a more specific source. 

These thoughts coincided with a time when he did not hear that voice for 
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nearly a year; so he settled by a small lake and perfected his fishing techniques. 

When the calling resumed it seemed to come from almost due north. It had 

always previously seemed to call him from the west, perhaps a touch to the north 

or south, and Owel had grown accustomed to thinking of any haven as lying in a 

westerly direction. But he still trusted it, and altered his course accordingly.

Soon thereafter he began to see glimpses of heights through the trees. There 

were no clearings of any size in that part of the forest, and he usually only saw 

the heights peeking through the boughs when cresting a low rise. Yet slowly they 

came closer, more glades started to appear, and he began to climb steadily; and 

at last he could discern clearly what he did not doubt was both the land of the 

habitation of the Forest King and the source of the calling voice.

Owel had come now to the southern slopes of the Horseshoe Plateau – called 

Albin Nhue by those who lived there – that lay within a huge curve of mountains, 

the sharp and jagged peaks of Al Oast En Mror, which Lasith had described. They 

were tall beyond anything Owel potential ravages of the north. Great swathes of 

mountain pines, various larches, and high firs clad their lower slopes.

It was a long climb, even up the relatively gentle southern approach to Albin 

Nhue, but Owel was fit, and he came to the beautiful and varied land of the 

plateau in steady time. Afterwards, he was sure that he must have been seen, but 

guessed he was not perceived as a threat: surely the Water Watchers would have 

been alerted when first he entered Hals Ethay Endow, and they must have some 

method for tracking him thereafter. There could not only be an outer defence. So 

he must have been noticed, but allowed to pass. A fine portent for the society he 

would find there, hopefully? 

When at last he stumbled into a camp on a beach by a large expanse of 

water called Lake Dri-Aloe – he later found out that many of the people of the 
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plateau fared about throughout the summer – he initially cursed himself for his 

carelessness, perhaps appearing rude, but he need not have worried, for the 

welcome of the people there was as generous and spontaneous as any he had 

found in the lowlands; his guard quickly fell away.

That it did was much to his surprise, for it was a long time since he had last 

spent time with others. He remained taciturn, though, for a while longer, not so 

much because he had become unused to speaking, but because it was a long time 

since anyone else had replied. And he wanted to learn, could not think of sound 

questions, and did not want to appear too much of an idiot.

Drink was offered; food was being prepared.

 “What is your name? What would you like us to call you?”

“I think Qhé would be the most appropriate.”

“Then that is what we will call you: Qhey. Ni-Qhey, we‘d say if we were 

being formal. There are various prefixes, but for you I think Ni- is best suited: 

suggesting mystery in your past.”

“That feels all right. Thank you.”

“No need to thank us – not for formalising your name. For the food and 

drink, yes; for the name, no.”

“Then for the food and drink, thank you.”

“Cheers.”

It all grew more relaxed. The leaf-baked fish was soon ready, and thereafter 

the party lingered far towards the dawn in their slow hedonism, lying and sitting 

by the fire till someone suggested they run into the water to kick the knee-tickling 

surf and howl in laughter at the moon. They finally settled to sleep, and remained 

asleep far past the dawn, unperturbed by the daystar’s rising.
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It was a long time since even the people who followed Littlegrumble had 

climbed to the plateau of Albin Nhue, and there had already been frith folk 

there when they arrived. In all that long time they had settled closely into the 

landscape around them, altering it little by little as they learnt as much about 

the place as was humanly possible. They made few substantial changes, their 

numbers and inclination mitigating against it.

The forest children themselves were mostly short and broad, though flexible 

and rarely running to fat – except, perhaps, late in life. Their skin-tone was 

anything between a rich olive and alabaster white, while their hair – usually 

straight – could be yellow or orange or bronze, black or brown or even white. 

Their clothing was loose and informal, with flimsy flights in summer and round 

furs in winter.

There was as great a potential for contentment there as perhaps can ever be 

reasonably expected. This is a special place. Hardly without the travails experienced 

by all people – not least having to deal with other individuals: however reasonable 

in their own minds, for people do not always agree. And there were threats from 

outside and natural disasters.

But the frith folk had wrought lives for themselves without too many 

unnecessary stresses and attacks.

Part 2

On the Horseshoe Plateau
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It was well past noon the next day before Qhey woke to see the rest of the 

party just stirring. They did not rush, though a couple of them rose to light the 

fire and collect and heat water for drinking and washing. The brew was not the 

tea of Qhey’s old home, but the herbs infused in it gave a nutty and invigorating 

flavour that set one up for the day.

During which they did little. They told Qhey it was a rest day, though from 

what exactly and how many they had was not made clear. They were wanderers, 

they said, throughout the warm part of the year, as their ancestors had been since 

before the advent of the first Forest King, though most had permanent dwellings 

for the winter. 

But that is far away. We’ll be moving on tomorrow. You’re welcome to join us.

Qhey was now ready, however, to forgo his wandering life, and wished to 

find the centre from where the calling voice surely originated, though he did not 

mention it: Can you help?

And of course they could, and did: two of them – Hu-Limd and Ra-Kydd – 

agreeing to accompany him to Bok Heliox Trhyon, the capital of the Forest King’s 

realm. It was a journey of only half-a-dozen days, and easy for three for whom a 

peripatetic life in the woods was, or had become, normality.

Although he could not have known it, Qhey had climbed to the semi-circular 

plateau of Albin Nhue not far to the east of the series of waterfalls and rapids by 

which the main outflow from almost all the rainfall which fell on the inner slopes 

of Al Oast En Mror left the plateau: the Hei-Rait River, with Lake Dri-Aloe near 

its northern inflow. This essentially flowed through the centre of Albin Nhue, 

wide and gentle, except as it approached the narrow series of forces that fell 

down to the broad lowlands of the Greater Forest.

The three travellers cut north-west for the first day, occasionally skirting 

immense groves of fluttering aspens, twice the size of those of Qhey’s home, to 
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reach a small landing-stage that evening where they negotiated for the loan of 

a canoe for the following morning. It was late spring, one of the world’s finest 

seasons, especially for travelling, with lushness and fecundity everywhere, with 

the daystar pushing towards hot, but the air just warm and the vegetation not yet 

tired and the landscape therefore not yet desiccated.

So, for four days, they paddled up the Hei-Rait River, passing through the 

heights of the Aywa Break on the second day.

They camped ashore each night with others. Sometimes these were those 

who worked small plots, growing staples that took too long just to gather, but 

more often they were those who travelled, for some of the year at least, usually by 

boat. Some of them had houseboats, with intricately painted cabins and vividly 

dyed awning, but more camped ashore. They ate a lot of fish.

It soon became clear to Qhey that the banks were not blocks of forbidding 

forest, for there were many tributaries, small lakes, glades and settlements. Huge 

sallows were the most prominent trees, their many trunks allowing a breeze 

through.

It was the fourth day before they reached Send Ehros – a vast, curved lake, 

with trees running down to much of its shore, and decorated with many islands 

and peninsulas. The largest of these was Burn Haun, which thrust out from its 

northern edge, surrounded by its own satellite islands: Bok Heliox Trhyon was 

built on both the islands and the peninsula.

That fifth evening the three travellers made a simple camp above a landing-

stage on a peninsula to the east of the outflow of the Hei-Rait River. It was the 

only night before crossing Send Ehros when they did not camp among others.

The next day was a long one of paddling across towards Burn Haun, and it 

was dusk by the time they approached, though they had set off at dawn. By then 

the lights were showing along the shores and in the trees behind; but they did 
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not want to enter the city, so they paddled further north – beyond the lights – to 

another landing-stage, tying up there to camp for the night. 

The next morning they discussed exactly what to do. Now he was near to the 

sought-for centre, Qhey did not want to go into any built-up place even though 

Bok Heliox Trhyon sounded unlike any city Qhey had known or heard of on 

Earth, for his companions had told him a fair amount about the Forest King’s 

capital in the past few days, yet he was still uncertain about seeing too many 

people, close together, all at once, after so long wandering.

This suited Limd and Kydd absolutely fine: lots of people were not to their 

tastes either.

So Limd took Qhey eastwards to his sister’s, Ch-Shel being very used to 

house guests, for him to settle into what was a new realm and way of life for him, 

before both Limd and Kydd set off for the south again. Food and clothing – his 

had by now become very dilapidated – were freely given; all that seemed to be 

asked in return was a little help about the place and that he tell of his experiences, 

with occasionally questions about how he had found out about the forest folk‘s 

realm and what he thought of it. He repeated the stories the old sprite had told 

him, and found somewhat to his amazement that Lasith had got them more right 

than wrong.

He finally decided against telling of the voice that had called to him for so 

long, even before he had crossed the Transcending Sea. Who knew how these 

otherwise gentle and tolerant people would then perceive him? And where they 

would put him? And it was not calling any longer.

He stayed with Shel throughout that summer and down through the winter 

when Limd returned and taught him to skate and fish the ice-lakes, and he started 
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to carve pieces of wood he had collected in the summer. 

And when Qhey heard about the concept of enriching one’s life and 

surroundings through creativity followed by the frith folk, he felt it was something 

he had been looking for all his life.

He was introduced to old Tr-Hyer, who lived in the nearby village of Arlan. 

Tr-Hyer was the only other person he met in all his time on the Horseshoe Plateau 

who had travelled beyond the Forest Realm; in his case it was west to the shores 

of the Inland Sea.

When spring arrived Qhey was ready to move out. Shel and Limd told him 

of a cabin on the far side of the River Praxus, upstream a way, and conveniently 

closer to Arlan; it needed to be repaired but, with Limd’s help – before he set off 

again on his summer jaunts – it was soon done.

The cabin was not large, just a couple of rooms, but its walls were able to 

be raised to give width beyond the narrow roof, acting as awnings against the 

summer’s heat and rain. It took some time for Qhey to get used to this, who 

had grown up in northern climes and was therefore familiar with the desire for 

every bit of sun to fall on outdoor spaces. But Albin Nhue, though high, was 

a considerable way south, and the sun was fierce even if the plateau avoided 

the humidity of the lowlands surrounding it. It did not have a garden, for 

such a delineative concept did not exist there, but Qhey tended the land in the 

cabin’s glade, even growing some vegetables – from habit as much as need – to 

supplement what he gathered.

Beyond there were soft-flaked birches, slumbering oaks that swayed 

fabulously when stirred, and smooth-grey ashes whose crimson-startled leaves’ 

billowing were majestic, all giving a serene backdrop to Qhey’s new home. 

That second summer on the Horseshoe Plateau he spent about his cabin, 

swimming in the waterways, and exploring the near landscape. He collected 
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seeds and berries, some to eat, some to plant, for the frith folk’s diet was too fish-

heavy for his liking: he had had enough of them when travelling. He developed 

a great fondness for wingnuts, great copses of which grew close and about.

And how am I now? Now I have reached and settled in this land I have dreamt of – in 

one form or another – since I was a child in that city of smoke and choking. Much about 

my dreams has changed since my first imagined land with my toy soldiers and crude 

drawings, but I can discern a continuum from there, through my house in the border 

hills, the dreams that Dunchideock could be a New Jerusalem, to the tales Lasith told me.

There are more troubles here than would be ideal: but if I stay away from people then 

dark and lonely shades always come after not-too-long an interval. No place – however 

desirable – can entirely protect me from memories and black predilections. Even with no 

pressure now felt, with (in the newly-discovered, nearby enchanted place) the upholding, 

lofty boughs of green and yellow of a living cathedral, dust-mote free, where leaves flutter 

as if rattled by a choral uplift.

For sometimes I see wonder.

The shades do come, however, even when I see and deal with people; yet so does a 

rootedness complimentary to soil and leaves. I make a few friends – retaining especially 

Shel and Limd – and join in their music and celebrations. They’ve given me a fife to play. 

I stick at it and am improving. But I’d rather beat a drum.

And then I saw her.

She stopped his steps, causing him to turn and stare, though she seemed not 

to notice, not unlike his previous experiences; but instinctively he felt she meant 

more, was more, than just another woman in his personal parade of wanting. He 

was sure this time.

She was beautiful – they all were to him, of course – walking by the lakeshore, 
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head down, wearing only white. A colour that could indicate mourning. Singing 

a song of grieving.

He saw her, day after day, making sure he did. Wondering how to approach 

her. He asked around subtly, but found the forest people talked freely without 

giving away personal information.

He tried to build his confidence, eating a touch less, doing a bit more, and 

tidying his appearance. Edging closer. Then walking with wide steps. Pretending 

to be bold.

He stood so she saw him – trimmer and with his long hair cut neatly – and 

waited. They conversed briefly. Then more: over a long time.

There are these red-hot dream-slots when I imagine how she will look 

divested of even her flimsy shroud. Perhaps it is arrogance that allows me to 

think so, or possibly an indication of my desire that gives me the thought, even 

the confidence, the drive, to think I can alleviate the stupor of her loss enabling 

us to move to a place where such intimacy could take place.

Yet Qhey did take a chance. She said Yes. They walked out.
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Ri-Khrm was not particularly like the majority of the forest people in shape: 

though slim and not overly tall, she was not broad at the hips and shoulders 

as most were. Her hair was fine, white, and reached most way down her back – 

though she usually wore it braided or up; her skin was a deep brown, and her 

eyes ran pale blue-grey. All of this Qhey had noticed on first sighting her, but 

saw it as if new – each and every time – he gazed at her in endlessly increasing 

depth.

Khrm did not talk much at first, but as she got to know Qhey words began to 

flow from her in a warm and modulating voice.

She told of her childhood, which had been a happy one, like most of the 

frith children’s, but felt there was not much in particular to relate; she had not 

travelled far except once – of which she said little. She had met her husband while 

still young, he had been only a touch older, and she talked at length about this.

It had been love at first sight; she had glimpsed him strolling by, laughing 

with his friends, head held tall, and full of confidence. This all attracted her: she 

set out to catch him. And with all the charms she was able to exert it did not take 

long for her and Ru-Yarl to get married.

But he had died. Soon; for reasons she still did not know. She had gone to 

bed, he said he would follower her shortly, but when she woke in the middle of 

the night the bed beside her was empty. She had gone into the main room, where 

Part 3

Ri-Khrm
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he had been sitting, but that was empty also, so she had gone out to the veranda. 

And there she found him. Sitting on the steps, dead, with no mark on him and 

no sign of anyone having come near. They had only been married for four years.

He was cremated – not the usual way – but Khrm feared lest he be trapped 

or encaged in a grey eternity – dry: dusty – just beyond her reach. By being 

cremated he was released to drift free, even to visit the Castle of the Air and find 

tranquillity – an obscure and almost forgotten belief, now, though Khrm found it 

helped, it being beyond the normal cares of the world.

And for years, whenever she saw a wisp of cloud that could be mistaken for 

smoke – or noticed the smoke from chimneys, campfires, bonfires – she thought 

of Yarl flying among the long-white-cloud of the sky-children.

She said little about the next half-dozen years, except that she kept teaching, 

hoping it would help, but would often find herself crying at any hour of the day 

or night, and could not see any end to her misery. It had not, indeed, ever really 

gone, though it faded away from her day-to-day life, interfering less as the years 

wound on, but always remaining potent and impossible to forget. Which she did 

not want.

It was during this period that Khrm said she went away. For most of a year. 

Autumn to autumn. Scarcely noticed, except by her parents, who said nothing. 

Qhey suspected she had gone in search of a place of sonorous healing, and she 

had occasionally said her belief in the Castle of the Air sustained her hope.

I’ve never had a loss so intimate. I have some idea from the loss of Ainé and my uncle 

Cuthburt. But I’m sure I was not as close to them as Khrm was to Ru-Yarl. And my 

relationships with Cuthburt and Ainé were the two situations in my life which made me 

feel most human – most real. Most connected. 
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They courted for a year. Moving closer and closer; yet Qhey could not bring 

himself to take that final step. To cement their relationship. All his life he had 

wanted that one person who would link with him, and with whom he could live 

out his remaining years, and here was the opportunity. Which he could not take.

I’ve always wanted to be that special someone to somebody, to come first for them. 

With my mother, it seemed to be my father, perhaps the only adult she ever saw as fully 

human like her, and with Khrm surely it must always be Ru-Yarl – perhaps more likely 

since he’s dead and their relationship has never deteriorated or collapsed. So could any 

partnership with Khrm be ideal? Yet haven’t I learnt that there is no earthly ideal? And 

that seeking to create one only causes harm?

Khrm would visit her parents’ house twice each moon, only missing the trip 

if she was very ill, and even then her mother would visit her, even though she 

was too elderly to make the journey easily, albeit that it was only a few miles 

and the ground level. She was not particularly close to her father, though they 

got on reasonably well, but she had remained very close to her mother, even 

while married. Khrm would talk everything over with her and, though her 

mother rarely gave advice, when she did it was worth listening to. And as the 

first anniversary of her having become entangled with Qhey approached, her 

frustration that he seemed unable to move beyond a certain point became more 

frequently mentioned.

“I know he loves me, and he must know I love him …”

“You do tell him?”

“O yes. Frequently. And he me. But there is something, I don’t know what, 

that puts a break on him talking too much about a future together. I know I was 

hesitant at first, because of Yarl, and I think Qhey understands that. But it’s not 
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the case anymore. I’m ready and he doesn’t appear to understand that.”

“Has he told you why he’s hesitant?”

“No. And I can’t work it out. Perhaps he doesn’t know himself.”

“Will you wait? Have perhaps both of you lose this chance?”

“Both of us?”

“I can’t claim to know Qhey very well, he is as he is, and maybe he will 

always hesitate before that final step. But yes, both of you.”

Maybe I don’t ken what that final step is – it always having eluded me: that real 

closeness – my world not really having included other people like me.

“And perhaps the answer is not as complicated as you think. A partial, 

workable answer.”

“Which is?”

“You ask him to marry you.”

“Will he say yes?”

“Find out.”

And she did.

They were married in the late summer, beneath the stunning panoply of the 

forest canopy. Under the upheld and lofty boughs of the living cathedral that 

Khrm allowed Qhey to hold as his own special place. 

It was a simple ceremony, an affirmation of their commitment made with 

heartfelt vows.

All the friends they had came, including those made during the previous 

year together: Qhey was surprised at how many there were. They feasted long 

towards the light. Beneath the clean stars: in the clear air. Food rolled and drink 
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flowed and music rustled the leaves.

Ri-Khrm’s song became one of green, though always with a touch of autumn.
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They did not stay in Qhey’s renovated cabin, nor the place Khrm had moved 

to after Yarl’s death. It was not so much that they were small, but they 

wanted a place jointly their own. Both of them had been looking for some time 

now, initially individually and surreptitiously, then together, seeing their future 

clearly at last.

They settled on a place, still small, on an island just off-shore, close to the 

village of Arlan where Khrm taught. There was a wooden causeway to the 

mainland, but it was apt to become slippery in the summer rains, so they also 

kept a couple of small canoes. Occasionally used for catching fish.

There were two wooden buildings, linked by a covered courtyard. One of 

the buildings became Qhey’s workshop, though it took some repairing to make it 

weather-tight. The other, larger and in much better repair, became their dwelling. 

It only had four rooms at first, but much of their life was outside, and their home 

was added to as and when over the years.

Qhey also created a garden, much to Khrm’s initial amusement.

Any garden is a little bit of heaven, the highest attainable by humans. They are 

marriages between chaos and order that work. In my youth I wanted shedloads of control 

– but I learnt. Slowly. To adapt. To understand I couldn’t have as much control as I’d 

then sought. No one can. And seeking such only causes harm.

Part 4

The Island Dwellers
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Anyhow … a garden gives me: an illusion of control; an illusion of sanctuary; 

memories of the good places on Earth.

They don’t always have to have walls; and they allow the knowledge that from decay 

(darkness) comes life (light).

Qhey laboriously explained the principle, the origins in deserts, the wish for 

seclusion, and the reaching for paradise which a garden represented. Khrm just 

smiled and said O yes. This annoyed him, increasingly, till he burst out – on one 

of the very few occasions when he did – and said it reminded him of his old home 

and that this really mattered to him, so could she, on this, just leave the matter 

alone.

It was not raised again.

The couple settled into a quiet life, work not looming too large. Khrm 

continued her job as a teacher while Qhey developed his carving, concentrating 

on wooden panels, for which there was a growing demand. Perhaps because 

he depicted scenes heavily influenced by much he had seen, back to the hills of 

Earth. This made his work starkly different from any other he saw (even old Tr-

Hyer, who had travelled on the steamers of the west, but whose work was more 

strident it its ‘mechanical’ depictions and to few people’s taste), even though he 

did not include overt images of smoke stacks and belching cars, milling hordes or 

towering scenes of steel; for he did not want to dwell on them, even if his customers 

could have understood or appreciated them. Khrm seemed to somehow, when 

he mentioned them, briefly – but she was a particularly empathetic individual.

It was a curious privacy on the island. They did not want to hide in the 

middle, so were visible to anyone who sailed past, but there was a detachment. 

And it was a detachment, not an isolation, not hiding from the world, but a 
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connected and interwoven delight: yet a place of their own, nonetheless.

All beyond pleasant – a contentment beyond all right – and neither of them 

was aware anything was missing. For once, perhaps, they were approaching the 

best of all worlds. But it was still hard work – both could be moody: difficult: 

black themes from the past snaking in – and it took a certain, sustained effort to 

keep themselves fed, clothed and housed. It did not take all their efforts, but it 

was hard work.

It is difficult to tell how much more enchanted I find here in these great woods on 

unpolluted Kolchin compared to any place on Earth. I feel intrinsically I do; but I cannot 

explain fully.

It is not only that we’re so far removed from the horrors of industrial and murderous 

excess I knew on Earth: people do despicable and evil things here on Kolchin. And it is 

not that there was no beauty or awe on Earth: dwelling in Virginia Manor and Woodside 

Cottage had moments of soft charm and contentment … but they sat nervously within 

the wider world.

I experienced there no majesty – in person – to compare with the enormous power 

of these Horseshoe Mountains, nor the vibrant and complex immensity of the Greater 

Forest, along the shorelands and in the older mountains. All seem less corrupted, depleted, 

careworn, to me, than their counterparts on Earth, though I know enough history to know 

it has not always been so: nor needs to be. But if such places exist still – crucially – on 

Earth, then they must be under threat from mankind’s teeming, devouring hordes.

Where both worlds have similar enchantments is in the delightful small-scale, 

practicable tasks that underpin our living. Working with soil and wood for food, 

entertainment and shelter. And revelling in the leaves and water so abundantly around. 

Here, there are also the gatherings and music-making I didn’t have before. All these show 

interconnectedness with that which is above and beyond the corporeal.
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Although he had not before felt that he had missed out by not having 

children, when Khrm told him she was pregnant, after some seven years of 

marriage, Qhey was overjoyed. Not initially, it is true, though he felt he hid this 

from Khrm, when a train of Are you sure? – Well, that’s good isn’t it? – This will be 

difficult – This could be great chugged through his head, but he came round quickly 

to share Khrm’s joy.

She had not previously expressed a wish for children, nor ruled them out 

entirely, but Qhey had matured enough to be able to read the elation in her face 

when she told him she was expecting, even among the trepidation. Probably at 

his reaction. So he was careful. And pretty sure she only saw his joy.

Khrm was not the youngest of expectant mothers, and soon grow very tired 

and very big. Qhey did all he could. And on the summer solstice in their eighth 

year of wedlock Khrm gave birth to twins: a golden daughter and a silver son. 

Zu-Leif and An-Ghrd.

To their parents they were, hardly surprisingly, considered to be beautiful 

and intelligent and the most wonderful creatures in creation. Qhey felt they had 

the good chance to take after their mother in looks and personality, getting on 

with others, though he liked to think he had added his own intelligence into the 

mix to make them the brightest under heaven.

In all his life nothing had ever been as hard as raising the twain – but it was 

joyous. Khrm was more resilient than him, better at discerning what was required. 

Qhey felt he did his part, though, and his wife rarely told him otherwise.

They were very different in temperament. Ghrd was always out and about, 

the typical boy who never grew up, climbing trees and building dens long after 

other children were slowing down. Fit and supple, yet lazy when not interested. 

Although not without brains, he could not see what could be better or more 
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interesting in books than in the world immediately around. 

Leif, however, was studious, and grew to be a great scholar and wrote and 

talked much on the serious themes of order/chaos and scale. Yet though she could 

be happy sitting and reading and contemplating subtle and flexible thought, she 

was also inclined to an impatience that only lessened somewhat as she matured. 

Always asking her parents what lay beyond the plateau and forest: what they 

had seen on their travels.

Khrm said nothing, though Qhey noticed she did not deny she had travelled.

Qhey would talk of what he had seen on Kolchin, but never told his daughter 

he had come from another world. That would, he felt, be too much.

Both children asked about the Castle of the Air, after overhearing their 

mother mention it to their father; but Qhey knew nothing and Khrm would not 

speak of it.

I cannot remember exactly when I became aware I rarely now thought of my time 

before I had crossed the Transcending Sea and landed on the fastland – probably about the 

time of the birth of Ghrd and Leif, though it took a while for me to realise this. 

I find the harms and horrors I experienced there touch me little now. Sadness and 

loss are extant, but tucked aside in the crevices of trees; the other, worse, remembrances 

will always remain, and I feel them sometimes, but they no longer get in the way.

I gladly take what I have.

The End


